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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

New Version o f the VMP
diving birds (mutton birds) our As Albert has noted the Vessel 
efforts have gone in to reducing Management Plan (VMP) is 
net captures of “big” birds to going to be updated. Version 3 
ensure little to no offal is has been in use for 2 years and 
discharged when the trawl net is over that time we have gained From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross, close to, or on, the surface.more knowledge. MBE (Mighty Big Eater) The seabird reporting trigger 
points also will be changed to Generally a quiet time of the year in the  The new draft Version 4 takes 
prevent the amount of running Southern Ocean, normally the squid fleet into account this information and 
around that occurs when 3 of big steel “lunch boxes” have gone. improves measures for net 
mutton birds are captures in any There is just the odd ORH/Dory/Hoki mitigation and offal control.
one day (which happened a fair vessel about. Most of the cousins have While there are no significant  
bit this season).This uses up migrated to South Africa, South America. new procedures or mitigation 
valuable vessel and DWG time, Those “crazy” Kamikaze mutton-bird's equipment recommended in the 
its proposed to make this 6 birds, head off to Japan and California. We got V4 VMP, offal control measures 
while all albatross trigger points a late feed of squid offal this year when in especially around batching offal 
will remain 3 birds so continued late June early July the squid turned are more clearly defined, also 
monitoring and vessel support back up in late in 6T, who would of what events increase net 
and advice is given to captains thought it was a winter fishery. Great for captures and a new measure to 
when the trigger is reached.filling up the gas tanks before migrating a help reduce these.  I t  is  

few thousand miles. What! essentially a tightening up of the Vessels that batch discharge 
My scouts tell me that the DWG is old VMP. offal have had a few years to 
upgrading  the VMP. I  wish John Cleal The best practice minimum improve onboard handling 
and his mates would leave the bloody standards around offal control systems to achieve consistent  
thing alone. I  have only just got the Team are going to be the hardest to batching intervals.  One of the 
at HQ fully briefed on how to get around implement for vessels relying  on main principles behind batching 
the last verison. Makes it hard for the batching as their only means of is for vessels to hold offal 
long Ranger Scouts to target those “free offal control.  How long you hold onboard during the net shooting 
feeds” when the DWG keeps changing offal onboard for and then how and hauling periods; this system 
the “feeding Rules” My long range scout quickly it can be discharged are must be well documented within 
can quickly sum up if  a vessel is follow key points of the new VMP.  With the VMP. It is hoped all operators 
best practice mitigation standards. I am no new mitigation devices on the can use this new VMP Version 4 
worried that  as the VMP gets tighter so horizon to reduce the captures of 
will my waist line. What!
Those who have not bothered to get 
onboard equipment or management 
procedures sorted to better manage 
seabird interactions will get the full 
attention from the cousins trying to get at 
those free feeds! 

Thanks to Johanna from Doc. Quite a bit 
of what we all know about the cousins 
and their behaviour around getting those 
free feeds has come from DoC funded 
projects, and much of this information 
has been useful and able to be used out 
on the water.

Chow Albert
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template and during August and 
September draft there new VMP 
procedures for  their  vessel ,  
maintaining the standards set within 
the VMP. We  will help operators the 
do this and every trawl vessel over 
28m should have a new VMP 
onboard by 01 October 2009.

What's up DOC, for 2009/10?  
Those of you who have been reading 
Albert's words for a while will have 
seen some DOC work here in the 
past.  Well, with the turnover of the 
financial year, it seemed a good time 
to update you on some of our plans 
and interests for 2009/10 in 
deepwater trawl fisheries.  

Offal management: seen our Fisher's Guide to Seabirds. 
Who would have thought five This is still available for free, in eight 
years ago we'd all spend so much languages.  You can get these 
time thinking about this!  We hope Guides on our website, or order 
th at  ou r of fa l ma na ge me nt  waterproof copies from us. We've 
research programme will continue also got seabird handling guides on 
t h i s  y e a r  w i t h  o n e  m a i n  DVD, in case you get live birds 
experiment.  In addition, we'll be onboard.  It has been great to see 
tidying up final results from past the Guides out and about on 
work. Results to date have vessels.  
emphasised just how hard it is to 
keep seabirds away from offal, and Annual Plan projects: 
how impor tant  it  is  to  pay While the above projects are mostly 
cons is tent  at tent ion to  of fa l supported by the Crown (i.e. all of 
management.  Watch this space - our taxes), some of our work is also 
we are not quite done with this supported by levies on the industry.  
story yet!  All DOC's levied work is described in 
Net captures: our Annual Plans.  This includes the 
Some of you will have heard about DOC Observer Programme.  All 
our preliminary work on this Annual Plans, and project updates 
already (See the report on our and reports for levied work are 
w eb si te ).   W e' ve  al so  ha d p r e s e n t e d  o n  o u r  w e b s i t e  
Observers in the past squid (www.doc.govt.nz/mcs).  
season record information on net-
related matters as part of their Thanks to all of you who worked with 
duties.  We are keen to continue us in the last year.  As always, we 
work on looking at ways to reduce look forward to your involvement in 
net captures.  As always for the year ahead.  If you want to be on 
mitigation, the best measures are our email list, let us know.  You are 
quick, simple, cheap and effective.  always welcome to drop us a line 
We'll keep you posted! anytime with any feedback on our 

a c t i v i t i e s  e m a i l :          
Seabird guides: j p ie r re@doc.gov t .nz .Contac t  
Hopefully most of you have now Johanna Pierre (04)  471 3204
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WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

This cousin is not one of the pacific 
relations, they breed further south.

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then 
email your answer, name, postal 

address and date of publication to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month: 
Northern Royal Albatross


